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Color and Contrast Considerations 

Things to consider when using color:  

• Color should not be used as the only visual means of conveying information 

or prompting a response. For example, instead of “translate the words in 

red”, try “translate the capitalized red words”. 

• Be redundant when it comes to visual cues using color. For example, instead 

of having a slide that says “Click the green button below for yes or red button 

for no” with a plain green and red button, try “Click the button below for yes 

or no” with two buttons clearly labeled, one with “Yes” and one with “No”. 

Avoid pairing red and green for those who are color blind! 

• Don’t just display mandatory questions in red (like name and email on a 

fillable form). Instead, consider using an asterisk to indicate mandatory 

versus optional AND make it red. 

• Use sufficient color contrast like the colors in the AgriLife Brand Guide. The 

easiest way to check color contrast is to search for a contrast checker. 

WebAIM contrast checker is a good resource. 

• There should be at least a 4.5:1 ratio between background and text, like in 

the examples listed below: 

o Gray (#767676) on white 
o Purple (#CC21CC) on white 
o Blue (#000063) on gray (#808080) 
o Red (#E60000) on yellow (#FFFF47) 

If you need help, reach out by emailing ade@ag.tamu.edu.  

http://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
mailto:ade@ag.tamu.edu
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Color Contrast Checker Demo 

In this tutorial, we will use the WebAIM checker to demonstrate how to check color 

contrast in a Canva design:  

1) Google “WebAIM contrast checker” or access by clicking the above link. 

2) Open your design in Canva, or any document/presentation on your 

computer if you do not use Canva. Note: Please make sure that your file is side 

by side with the contrast checker. 

3) Choose the foreground color by selecting the color block. Then, use the color 

picker (like a tube) to select a color. 

4) Likewise, choose the background color by selecting the color block. Then, use 

the color picker to select a color. 

5) Once you pick the foreground and background colors, the contrast ratio will 

show. The ratio should be at least 4.5:1 to pass. Note: An explanation is 

included with your results if you want to learn about the details. 

If you need help, reach out by emailing ade@ag.tamu.edu. 

https://webaim.org/resources/contrastchecker/
mailto:ade@ag.tamu.edu
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